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QUESTION 1

What is the significance of \\'Clothes\\' in the following filter expression of a report query? [Product Group] = # sq(
prompt( \\'productgroups\\', \\'token\\', \\'Clothes\\' ) )# 

A. \\'Clothes\\' is the default text to include in the generated query at runtime. 

B. The string \\'Clothes\\' will precede the text of the prompt value selected at runtime. 

C. The string \\'Clothes\\' will be appended to the end of the text of the prompt value selected at runtime. 

D. \\'Clothes\\' is a required value to include in the generated query at runtime. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer has a source system provided by another company. One of the columns in a table has spaces before each
piece of data and is in uppercase which makes the reports unreadable. How can this be solved in a data module? 

A. there is no built in capability for this in a data module and the developer needs to create a calculation for this 

B. there is no built in capability for this in a data module and the report needs Trim and Lower calculations added to it 

C. using the \\'Clean\\' menu item on the data item 

D. using the \\'Prepare\\' menu item on the data item 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is true about integration with collaboration platforms? 

A. Integration with any collaboration platform can be used with report objects but not dashboard objects. 

B. Integration with IBM Connections is si 

C. A link to a report in "my content" can be shared to a team Slack channel if the integration is enabled. 

D. Integration with Slack is supported. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A developer can make a Cognos PowerCube available to end users by creating a package and publishing it. From
which three components is this possible? 
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A. Administration console 

B. PowerPlay Client 

C. PowerPlay Studio 

D. Framework Manager 

E. Transformer 

F. Microsoft Studio 

Correct Answer: ADE 

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEP7J_11.1.0/com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cra.do
c/c_powercubes_ds.html 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a Layout component reference intended to do in a report? 

A. Allow pinned objects to be displayed in a report. 

B. Allow reuse of Active Report components with other Active Reports. 

C. Allow consumers to use report objects in Dashboards and Explorations. 

D. Allow for the reuse of report objects between and within reports for consistency and efficiency. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

After upgrading from Cognos version 10 what needs to be selected in order to create a data module on a data server? 

A. Select "Allow web-based modeling" in Cognos Configuration when starting the server 

B. Select "Allow web-based modeling" in the Cognos installer when upgrading the server components. 

C. Under the Data Server Connection in the Administration Console configuration select "Allow Framework Manager". 

D. Under the Data Source Connection in the Administration Console configuration select "Allow web- based modeling". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

To change the text item in a list column title or the data in the column body of a list object in a report, what first needs to
happen? 

A. Select the cell and change the data format. 
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B. Click on the Lock Page Objects icon to unlock the report. 

C. Select one of the cells and from the menu click Select Columns Style or Select Columns body style. 

D. Select the cell and change the Box Type to None. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following can result in poor report performance? 

A. reports with filters 

B. models with outer joins and cross joins 

C. queries with database only processing 

D. an optimized metadata model 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

When selecting the Layout positioning property for a dashboard, which is the correct option for dashboards that will be
presented on different mobile devices? 

A. Unbounded 

B. Relative 

C. Conditional 

D. Absolute 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What advantage does multidimensional report writing have on query maintenance for complex queries? 

A. There is no need to use calculations as the data source contains all the required data items. 

B. Fewer queries are required and the need for unions of queries is reduced due to the flexibility of MDX. 

C. Unions and Joins are always required for queries making it easier for a developer to understand the query intent. 

D. There is no advantage and multidimensional query constructs should be avoided. 

Correct Answer: B 
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